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Log	In	
TEST SYSTEM – Up until May 30th 
https://estatesportaltest.lse.ac.uk/ 
Username: your network user name 
Password: test 
Background colour = grey 
 
LIVE SYSTEM – May 31st onwards 
https://estatesportal.lse.ac.uk/ 
Username: your network user name 
Password: your network password 
Background colour = blue 
 
Save the web links to the Test and the Live systems in your browser bookmarks. 
 

 
 
If you do not get the sign-on screen it may be because there is a problem accessing the 
campus network. This can be fixed by installing Pulse. Here are the instructions: 
http://www.lse.ac.uk/intranet/LSEServices/IMT/guides/workingOffCampus/installing
-pulse.aspx 

Reactive	Maintenance	
Ignore the Self-service panels (Request a service and Job tracking) 
Click “hamburger” icon at top left 
Select MM02 Reactive Maintenance – 02 Operations from the menu that drops down: 
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Only your cluster is shown. (Facilities managers can see all clusters). 

 
 
If you want to restrict the jobs further to one building: 

Click the triangle or double click the icon to see the buildings underneath it 
Single click one building 
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Click the Orders selection level (arrow tab) 

 
 
Single click a request to see the details: 
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Scroll down the centre pane to see further details: 

 
 
Click the arrow or double-click the bell icon to see jobs underneath the request. 
Select the job (work order) to see its details. Scroll down to see further details. 
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Click the Planning tab to see dates: 

 
 

Statuses	
These are all the possible statuses of a request (bell symbol) and job (hard hat). 
HELPDESK	REQUEST	 Approx.	 REACTIVE	WORK	ORDER	 Approx.	
Status	 Colour	 Symbol	 Status	 Colour	 Symbol	
Reported	 Red	 *	 Order	reported	 Red	 *	
Follow-Up	 Red	 ² 		

	 	Accepted	 Yellow	 ü To	be	assigned	 Yellow	 1	

	 	 	
Unplanned	 Yellow	 2	

	 	 	
Emergency	 Yellow	 !	

	 	 	
Planned	 Yellow	 3	

On	Hold	 Yellow	 Padlock3	 On	Hold	 Yellow	 Padlock3	

	 	 	
Assigned	 Blue	 ² 

In	Progress	 Blue	 u In	Progress	 Blue	 u 
Work	Completed	 Green	 h∏ Work	Completed	 Green	 ü 

Feedback	Completed	 Green	 ü 		
	 	Cancelled	 Grey	 X	 Cancelled	 Grey	 X	

Completed	 Grey	 þ Administratively	completed	 Grey	 þ 
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Raise	a	Request	
On the right-hand panel click Add. (Facilities manager only: Then select Request FM 
from the drop-down list). 
 
Fill in the form: 

 
 

Mandatory	fields	
* indicates the field is mandatory. Others fields are optional. 

Requestor	
This defaults to the current user. To change it, click in the field and start typing the 
name until a drop-down list appears to select the right person from. 
Alternatively click the selector icon and search e.g. by Surname 
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Click magnifying glass to search. Then select the person and click OK. 

 

On	behalf	of	
Both the requestor and on behalf of will get emails about the progress of the request. 
You could keep your own name in the requestor field and put the original requestor in 
On behalf of. Enter or select a person in the same way as for the requestor. 

On	behalf	of	(text)	&	Contact	email	address	
Only use these fields if the requestor is not in the database and so cannot be found in 
the search. Just type in the person’s name and email address. 

Email	required?	
If this is blank or Yes then emails will be sent to Requestor as well as On behalf of 
and On behalf of (text) if they are filled in. 
To suppress the progress emails change from blank to No. 
These are the emails automatically sent by Planon 
To Event Content  
Requestor, 
On behalf of 

Request accepted Request details, expected 
completion date/time 

NO = don’t 
send 

Requestor, 
On behalf of 

Completion date 
changed 

New expected completion 
date/time 

NO = don’t 
send 

Requestor Work completed Request details, contact 
details for feedback 

 

 
Note: The requestor always receives confirmation that the work is completed even if 
other emails are suppressed. 
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Property	
Start typing in the building name and select from the drop-down list or use the 
selector: 

 

Space	
If you know the exact room number type it in. Otherwise use the selector. 
 
To see all rooms in the building click on the page numbers 1 2 3 etc. at the bottom: 

 
 
Or search by entering part of the room number: 
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To see all rooms on a floor select Floor.Floor and then click the selector button : 

 
 
Pick the relevant floor: 
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Location	in	room	
Add information if needed to help the technician find where the problem is. 

Status	
This will be set automatically. 

Cancellation	reason	
Only used later, if a request needs to be cancelled. 

Standard	order	
You select from a pre-defined list of request types. Start typing in a key word and 
select from the drop-down list, or use the selector. Find the closest description you 
can. You will be able to change the description of the actual request later. 
 
Although this is not a mandatory field, if you don’t select a standard order then most 
of the important information will not be filled in for you. 

Question	–	Which	suborders	should	be	added?	
Every request requires a related job in order to do the actual work. This is called a 
suborder because it appears underneath the request. 
 
Planon asks which suborders you want to create. Usually there is just one option and 
you keep it ticked. Click Continue. 

 

Order	group	
This is filled in automatically by the standard order you selected. The meaning is: 
 
01.15 Residential Maintenance = the job will be allocated to the maintenance team for 
the relevant cluster. 
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02.15 Residential FM = it is not a maintenance team job and should be assigned to 
some other in-house staff. 
 
Anything else = it requires an external contractor. 

Description	
By default this is the description of the standard order. Change it as required to be 
more specific to this request. 

Details	
Add further details about the request. You can use Ctrl-V to paste in text copied from 
an email or document. 

Requested	completion	date	
This is filled in automatically based on the priority that is assigned to the standard 
order selected. It takes into account working hours. For example if the request is 
raised in the afternoon and the priority is 4 hours then the completion date will be set 
to some time in the morning of the next working day. 
 
You can change this default date and time as required. But first save the request, as 
below otherwise the change you make will not be applied to the related job 
underneath. 
 
 
. 

Start	date	&	time,	End	date	&	time,	On	hold	until,	Related	order	
Leave blank 

Save	the	request	
Click Save. The new request and its suborder now appear in the list on the left hand 
side. 
 
The request is in status Accepted and the job is in status Planned. 
 
If the requested completion date is blank this means the standard order does not have 
a defined priority. You must input a date and time. 
 
Input or change the requested completion date as required. Either overtype directly in 
the field, or use the calendar icon. You can type in a date as six digits without needing 
separators e.g. 310817. The time must be in the format HH:MM 
 
Click Save again. 
 
A pop-up asks if you want to apply the change to the suborders. Normally you say 
Yes. 
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Duplicate	request	
Add another request the same as the one you have just created i.e. use the same 
standard order and the same building and room. 
 
This question appears: 

 
 
Click Continue. Planon shows you the previous request(s) for the same work in the 
same room within the past 4 hours: 
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Click Close. Now you are back in the new request and you can either click Cancel to 
abandon it as a duplicate or click Save if it is really a different request. 

Assign	the	job	

Select	the	job	
Select the job (also called suborder, work order, job ticket) underneath the request.  
 
If the order group is 01.15 Residential maintenance then the Internal tradesperson will 
be set to the relevant cluster maintenance team. Scroll down to see this. 
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When you assign the job it will go to the mobile devices of the people in this team. 
However you must first set the planned start date: 

Add	Start	date	&	time	
Select the Planning tab. The requested completion date-time is the same as the request 
itself. 
 
Set an appropriate start date and time based on the current date and time and when the 
job is expected to be completed by. Either type it in, use the calendar button, orcopy 
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and paste the requested completion date and time into the start date and time and then 
adjust it:  
 
Highlight with the cursor  

 
Ctrl-C 
Click in the Start date & time field 
Crtl-V 

 
Click Save 

 
Although this field is called Start date & time it will appear on the mobile device to 
the technician as just a date and time without any heading. They will use it to 
prioritise their jobs. 

Add	End	date	and	time	
This is only necessary if the job makes the room unavailable for the period of the 
work. This is indicated by “2 FM Minor Works” in the Display type field below. 
Input the date and time that the work is scheduled to finish. 

Display	type	
Based on the standard order, this is set to “2 FM Minor Works” if the type of work 
renders the room unavailable for occupation while it is in progress. Otherwise this 
field is blank. You can change this if necessary i.e. select “2 FM Minor works” to 
make the room unavailable during the work or blank it out to make it available. The 
unavailability itself must be input into Reslynx. See the Scheduled works filter in the 
Filters section below.  

Set	to	Job	assigned	
Click the General tab 
Note that the current status is Planned: 

 
 
In the Status transitions in the right-hand panel there is now the option Job assigned. 
Click this option. 
 
The status is now changed to Job assigned. This means that it has gone to the devices 
of the people in the maintenance team. 
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Notice that the icon of the request that the job belongs to has also changed. Select the 
request. Its current status is now In progress: 

 

Non-maintenance	jobs	
If the order group is 02.15 instead of 01.15 then the internal tradesperson by default is 
the FM team for the cluster rather than the Maintenance team. However, the FM team 
does not have anyone allocated to it in planon and the jobs do not go to any device. So 
you will need to inform someone to do the work and then update the status when they 
have done it. 

Internal	Tradesperson	
If required, change this from the FM team to a specific individual (not one of the 
maintenance technicians). As with the Requestor, just start typing the name or use the 
selector. 

Set	to	Job	assigned	
For these non-maintenance jobs you do not need to add the Start date and time. The 
status transition to Job assigned is already available. Click this. The job is now set to 
Job assigned and the request it belongs to is set to In progress. 

Print	job	ticket	
Note – this will only work if your browser allows pop-ups. Consult IT support if you 
do not know how to enable this. 
 
If required you can print a job ticket as follows: 
 
Select the job. 
At the bottom of the right hand menu, under Report, click Add form. 

 
 
In the Forms pop-up click Report: 
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On the Reporting pop-up scroll down and select RM Job ticket (docx). Click Save as: 

  
 
In the Save as pop-up click OK 

 
 
You can then open the word document and print it. 

Contractor	jobs	
If the order group is anything apart from 01.15 or 02.15 then the standard order you 
chose is a more specialist job that requires a contractor. The internal tradesperson is 
not assigned. 
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It is up to the facilities manager to assign this job to a contractor. They will get an 
email notifying them that there is a new request requiring their attention. 

Completing	a	Job	

Maintenance	team	
The jobs that have been assigned to the cluster maintenance team are updated by the 
technicians in that team on their devices, as follows: 
 

1. All technicians in the team receive the job in their list of Team Orders. 
 

2. As soon as one of them accepts the job it appears in their own list of Jobs 
Assigned and disappears from the Team Orders. 

 
3. When they click Start Work on the device it moves to their own list of Jobs in 

Progress and sends a message back to Planon. 
 

4. Planon receives the message within half an hour and updates the status to In 
Progress 

 
5. When the technician has finished the job they click End Work and it 

disappears from their list of Jobs in Progress 
 

6. Planon receives a message within half an hour and updates the status to Work 
Completed. 

To see the latest updates in Planon click the refresh list icon . 
 
Here is a job that the technician has started. It now shows as status In Progress and the 
Internal tradesperson shows the individual’s name instead of the team: 
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Non-Maintenance	Job	
If the Internal Tradesperson is initially set to an FM team instead of maintenance team 
then once it is in status Job Assigned it is up to the Facilities Manager to set the job to 
In Progress and then to Work Completed according to the information they receive. 

Contractor	Job	
If the Internal Tradesperson is blank then the Facilities Manager will input the 
Contractor company in the Service provider / supplier field, and change the status to 
Job Assigned, In Progress and Work Completed at the appropriate times. 

Held	Jobs	
The technician can temporarily discontinue a job by picking a valid reason e.g. 
Contractor required, Parts not available, Change of priority. This sends a message to 
Planon and changes the status to On Hold. It also sends an email to the facilities 
manager so they can re-assign the job to a contractor or take whatever other action is 
required. 
 
The facilities manager can also directly change any current job to On Hold in Planon. 
 
Here is a held job: 

 
 
To see any comments added by the technician click the Internal notes tab: 
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Click the Communication logs tab to see any further comments: 

 
 
Click the next level down – Order details and then select Communication logs – 
orders. This shows a list of the actions taken by the technician on the device: 

 
 
Click the Discontinue action to see the reason selected: 
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If the technician took a photo this can be viewed on the New Photo line. Select it and 
then click the View icon: 

 

Completing	a	Request	
When a technician or facilities manager sets a job to Work Completed then Planon 
checks if it is the only outstanding job under the request. If it is then Planon also sets 
the request automatically to Work Completed. 
 
Planon then sends an email to notify the requestor that the request is completed, with 
a link to a feedback survey. 
 
Below is a request in the status Work Completed. The date it was completed is shown 
in the Technically completed on field. The job underneath has a green tick, meaning it 
is also in the Work Completed status. 
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To see just the requests that are in status Work Completed select the filter Request 
feedback pending: 

 
 
Although the work is done the requestor has not yet confirmed that the problem is 
fixed to their satisfaction. Once you have allowed sufficient time for any complaint or 
follow-up request to be received you can set the requests to fully completed. 
 
Change the filter to Request feedback overdue: 

 
 
This shows only the requests that were set to Work Completed at least 5 days ago. It 
is now safe to set these to a final completed state. 

Set	multiple	requests	to	Completed	
Select any request in the list and click the All button at the bottom. This will select the 
whole list: 

 
 
Click the button Action on selection: 
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Then click the action Completed. 

 
 
A confirmation question pops up. Click OK. 
Then a warning pops up that the suborders will be changed to Administratively 
completed. This is correct, so click Continue for all. 
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Set	one	request	to	Completed	
To set just one request at a time to Completed, select it and click the Completed 
action in the right-hand panel: 

 
 
A warning about the status of the suborder pops up. Click Continue. 

Show	completed	requests	
After you have set the requests to Completed refresh the list with the Refresh icon: 

 
 
Then select the filter Request closed: 
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To see the jobs as well as the requests click the Show related orders icon and 
then open up the requests to see the jobs below them: 

 
 
The status of the request is Completed and the job is Administratively completed. 
This is now a historic item. Any further work requires a brand new request. 

Follow-up	a	Request	
If the requestor is not satisfied that the job is properly completed then change the 
status from Work Completed to Follow-up instead of Completed. Click the Follow Up 
option in the right-hand menu: 

 
 
Then click Add sub to add a new job under the request: 

 
 
Pick the standard order and click Save. There is now a new job under the request in 
the Planned status: 
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Assign this new job in the normal way as per the section Assign	the	job. 

Cancel	a	Request	
Instead of completing a request it could be closed by cancellation instead. This will 
also cancel the job underneath. A reason must be provided. 
 
If a request is already in the status In Progress it can only be cancelled by the facilities 
manager. 
 
Select a request in the status Accepted. In the Cancellation reason field click the 
selector icon. 

 
 
Select one of the three reasons: 
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Answer Continue to the Question that pops up. This will add the cancellation reason 
to the job as well. 
 
Click Save. 
 
Now the Cancelled option appears on the right-had menu. Click this: 

 
 
A Warning appears that the suborders will be changed to Cancelled. Click Continue. 
 
Both the request and the job are now Cancelled and cannot be changed: 

 
 
The requestor receives an email that the job was cancelled for the reason selected. 

Viewing	the	List	
This section shows you different ways of viewing and finding the requests and jobs. 
 
Each request or job in the list shows some of the key information: 
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• Job number. This is automatically generated. A request number ends in .00. A 
suborder has the same number as the request it belongs to except that it ends 
in .01, .02 etc. 

• Property code of the building 
• Internal tradesperson – for in-house maintenance jobs this is the name of the 

maintenance team until the work is started. Then it is the name of the 
technician doing the work. 

• Supervisor. This is normally the facilities manager of the relevant cluster. 
• Description 
• Requested completion date. 

 

Select	Properties	
If a specific building is selected this shows under the Properties heading, and only the 
orders for that building are shown in the list:

 
 
To clear this, click the Properties heading and select all Properties. 

 
 
Then return to Orders: 
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Filters	
Select any of the in-built filters from the drop-down list. Select a “Request” filter to 
show just requests or a “Job” filter to show just the sub-orders. Many of them restrict 
the list further to requests or jobs in a particular status. 

 
Toggle the filter on and off by clicking the filter icon:  
 
If a “Request” filter is on you cannot open up the jobs underneath the requests: 

 
 

You can click the Show related orders icon to enable the suborders to be viewed, 
or else turn off the filter.  
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Select the Scheduled works filter. This shows a list of all the jobs with Display type 2, 
Minor works, indicating that the room is unavailable while the job is in progress. With 
this filter on, run a report to list the jobs and input the unavailable periods into 
Reslynx. This is described at the end of the section Guest Check In – Maintenance 
Issue below. 

Show	list	

Click the Show list icon to show the information in separate columns. Then drag 
the borders between the column headings to make the columns narrower or wider and 
show more information: 

 
 

Sorting	
You can now sort the list by clicking on any column heading. For example, Requested 
completion: 
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Click Show tree to return to the default view. 

Search	
To search for a specific request use Ctrl-space and type in the number, excluding the 
.00: 

 
 
You will then just see the request and any jobs underneath it: 
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To see the whole list again click Refresh list . 
 
To search on any other fields, where there is not a specific filter use the search 
facility: 

 
 

If searching for a person you need to pick them from a list using the selector  
In the selector, find them by surname for example: 

 
 
The list now only shows jobs for this tradesperson: 
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Click  to clear the search and show the full list again. 

Guest	Check	In	–	Maintenance	Issue	
When a guest checks in you should check the current status of any maintenance work 
in progress or planned for their room. This involves three actions introduced above: 
filter, show list and sort. 
 
Start from the list of Orders for the relevant building and select the filter Jobs – not 
finished: 

 
 
Click the Show list button. Find and click the Space.Space number column 
heading. This sorts the list in room number order. If the guest’s room has any jobs in 
the list select each one to see the details: 
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Alternatively you can create a report of all the rooms in the filtered list. Click the 

Report button in the right hand menu. Under the list of reports on the right-
hand side click  to go to the last page. Find and select the report Start and End 
Dates. Click Save as in the right hand menu and select PDF, XLSX etc. 

 


